
ONE-STOP-SHOP STORAGE.
On-site storage, off-site storage and transportation logistics are all included  

in the PODS® for Business solution.

THE COMPANY
The Container Store is the original storage and organization store featuring solutions to help save space and time in 
every area of the home, including the kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, closet, office and garage.

THE CHALLENGE
Every few months, The Container Store removes the fixtures in the center of its stores to 
make room for new, oftentimes seasonal, campaign fixtures. Due to the lack of on-site 
storage, The Container Store needed a solution—where and how to store campaign 
fixtures during brief periods of displacement. 

Prior to PODS for Business, The Container Store used its own shipping and storage 
methods. Seasonal campaign fixtures were shipped back and forth from its 76 stores 
nationwide to its distribution center in Coppell, Texas—a costly, time-consuming and 
logistically complicated process.

THE PODS SOLUTION
PODS for Business provided a turnkey solution enabling The Container Store to more 
efficiently store and manage fixtures during seasonal campaigns. 

• Scheduling the delivery and pick-up of a PODS container via a PODZILLA® lift 
 system was as easy as making a phone call. 
• Containers were dropped off directly to parking lots at The Container Store’s  
 locations nationwide making it easy for store employees to load and unload the  
 fixtures at their own pace and as schedules allowed.
• Fixtures were stored securely on-site in a lightweight PODS container.

RESULTS
The PODS for Business solution increased store efficiency, created additional 
merchandise availability and streamlined operations. During the first campaign where 
a PODS for Business storage solution was used, The Container Store experienced 
significant savings on transportation and storage costs.

By cutting costs, saving time and maximizing productivity, it was an easy decision for 
The Container Store to switch from using its own methods of transportation and storage 
to employing the PODS for Business solution. Essentially, PODS for Business was a one-
stop-shop for all of The Container Store’s fixture storage needs.



CONTACT PODS TODAY
See how PODS can help you increase efficiency, 
enhance storage and moving experience,  
as well as improve  your bottom line.  

PODS Business Central team
Phone: 855-205-1238

FLEXIBILITY THAT WORKS FOR YOUR STORE
PODS delivers container(s) wherever your store or location happens to be. You then have the option of:

On-Site Storage
Keeping the container on site until you’re ready to have it picked up.

Off-Site Storage 
Store your container at a nearby PODS Storage Center  until you need it.

Moving Across Town or Country
With locations throughout North America, PODS can move your  container almost anywhere it needs it to go.

SECURITY & PROTECTION
Protect Your Investment 
PODS containers are weather resistant and have been tested to  withstand winds up to 110 miles per hour.

Three Sizes   
7', 12' and 16' containers. (7'× 7'× 8', 12'× 8'× 8', 16'× 8'× 8')

PODZILLA 
Delivery trucks come equipped with our patented lift system   
PODZILLA—designed to minimize shifting as the container is loaded  and unloaded.


